Ultrasensitive Electrochemical Detection of Mutated Viral RNAs with Single-Nucleotide Resolution Using a Nanoporous Electrode Array (NPEA)
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ABSTRACT: The detection of nucleic acids and their mutation derivatives is vital for biomedical science and applications. Although many nucleic acid biosensors have been developed, they often require pretreatment processes, such as target amplification and tagging probes to nucleic acids. Moreover, current biosensors typically cannot detect sequence-specific mutations in the targeted nucleic acids. To address the above problems, herein, we developed an electrochemical nanobiosensing system using a phenomenon comprising metal ion intercalation into the targeted mismatched double-stranded nucleic acids and a homogeneous Au nanoporous electrode array (Au NPEA) to obtain (i) sensitive detection of viral RNA without conventional tagging and amplifying processes, (ii) determination of viral mutation occurrence in a simple detection manner, and (iii) multiplexed detection of several RNA targets simultaneously. As a proof-of-concept demonstration, a SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA and its mutation derivative were used in this study. Our developed nanobiosensor exhibited highly sensitive detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA (~1 fM detection limit) without tagging and amplifying steps. In addition, a single point mutation of SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected in a one-step analysis. Furthermore, multiplexed detection of several SARS-CoV-2 RNAs was successfully demonstrated using a single chip with four combinatorial NPEAs generated by a 3D printing technique. Collectively, our developed nanobiosensor provides a promising platform technology capable of detecting various nucleic acids and their mutation derivatives in highly sensitive, simple, and time-effective manners for point-of-care biosensing.
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acids, they require several additional pretreatments (e.g., nucleic acid amplification) on the biological samples before their detection steps. For instance, target DNA amplification is typically used to achieve high sensitivity, and several techniques require expensive equipment and expert technicians for operation.\textsuperscript{15,16} Besides, since nucleic acids have no inherent characteristics for demonstration of each biosensing technique, additional tagging processes of probe molecules should be required by introducing redox molecules, fluorescence dyes, or Raman-active molecules on nucleic acids that inevitably require...
time and extra costs.\textsuperscript{7–19} Thus, these pretreatments have hindered their application to point-of-care (POC) biosensing, which is recognized as a standard for next-generation biosensors.\textsuperscript{20,21} POC biosensing is drawing increasing attention, as it provides rapid, convenient, and simple detection for measuring infectious diseases’ nucleic acids. Likewise, as observed with the recent issues of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) mutations, it is crucial to determine the occurrence of mutations in nucleic acids, particularly single point mutation, which has been limited using current biosensors reported so far.\textsuperscript{22,23} Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop a method to detect nucleic acids without conventional target amplification and tagging processes, all of which can enable us to detect the occurrence of mutations rapidly and straightforwardly.

Addressing the challenges above, we developed an electrochemical nucleic acid nanobiosensor to achieve (i) highly sensitive detection of nucleic acids without conventional tagging, and target amplification, (ii) accurate determination of viral single point mutation occurrence, and (iii) multiplexed detection of several target nucleic acids on the combinatorial nanopatterns. As a proof-of-concept, SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA and its mutation derivative were selected for this study. Electrochemical biosensors have been widely recognized for their potential in POC sensing applications.\textsuperscript{24,25} However, the low electrochemical sensitivity of conventional electrodes has limited electrochemical biosensor-based early detection of viral diseases. To address this issue, we introduced a homogeneous Au nanoporous electrode array (NPEA) as an electrode with a high surface-area-to-volume ratio that can provide faster electron transfer and can improve efficient mass transfer compared to conventional electrodes, in that way significantly enhancing electrochemical output.\textsuperscript{26,27} Additionally, our nanoarray is fabricated by a high-throughput laser interference lithography (LIL) approach, which improves the uniformity and reproducibility of our electrochemical biosensors.\textsuperscript{28,29}

Besides, to solve the drawback of conventional tagging and target amplification for nucleic acid biosensing, we employed a phenomenon that converts genetic information (e.g., RNA sequences) into electrochemical signals using metal ion intercalation into mismatched double-stranded nucleic acids.\textsuperscript{30,31} It has been known that specific redox metal ions can selectively and effectively intercalate into mismatched sequences in double-stranded nucleic acids under physiologically relevant conditions to stabilize the mismatched sequences by the formation of a mismatched nucleic acid–metal ion (MMN) nanocomplex.\textsuperscript{32,33} Using this phenomenon, we designed the sensing probe to form the intended types and numbers of mismatched sequences by hybridizing with target RNA. After detecting the target sequence, intercalated redox metal ions in the mismatched sequences are used as the redox probe directly to remove the conventional probe tagging. The high sensitivity could be achieved without target amplification due to intercalated metal ions’ outstanding redox property (Figure 1a). Besides, by combining with NPEA, the redox signals from intercalated metal ions are enhanced more (Figure 1b). As different metal ions with intrinsic oxidation peaks can specifically bind to other mismatches, we further realized the determination of the single point mutation of RNA by simply combining two types of mismatched sequences and metal ions. Using this biosensing process, SARS-CoV-2 RNA can be detected electrochemically on the sensing probe-immobilized NPEA in a highly sensitive and quantitative manner (Figure 1c). The determination of the mutation of SARS-CoV-2 RNA can be achieved at the single-nucleotide level by combining two types of mismatched sequences and different metal ions (Figure 1d). In addition to electrochemical verification and theoretical support, we also conducted the structural simulation of MMN nanocomplex formation to support our hypothesis.\textsuperscript{34,35} Finally, using a single biosensor chip composed of four combinatorial NPEAs, multiplexed detection of several SARS-CoV-2 RNAs was successfully conducted by introducing a 3D-printed chamber and modifying sensing probes on each NPEA (Figure 1e).

Taken together, the highly sensitive detection of target RNA and accurate determination of whether a mutation at the single-nucleotide level with no tagging and amplifying processes could be achieved by the synergistic effects of the MMN nanocomplex and our developed NPEA-based biosensor. Furthermore, since metal ions have their own intrinsic redox peak locations and numbers of metal ions determine a peak intensity, our nanobiosensor provides a platform technology that can be broadly applicable to determine and distinguish the various viral RNAs and their mutation derivatives simultaneously by designing a sensing probe capable of forming predetermined mismatched sequences and introduction of several other metal ions.\textsuperscript{31,34,36}

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Mismatched Nucleic Acid–Metal Ion Nanocomplex for Label and Amplification-Free RNA Biosensing and Determination of Single Point Mutation Occurrence.** To detect nucleic acids without conventional probe tagging and target amplification, we took advantage of a natural phenomenon in which specific redox-active metal ions can intercalate in mismatched sequences in double-stranded nucleic acids to stabilize the mismatched sequences by the formation of an MMN nanocomplex through covalent bonding.\textsuperscript{32,33} For example, when a cytosine–cytosine (C–C) mismatched sequence exists in the double-stranded nucleic acids, a Ag ion can intercalate in the C–C mismatched site through covalent bonding to stabilize the mismatched sequence. In addition, intercalated Ag ions exhibit excellent redox characteristics, which can be used as a redox probe. Similarly, Mg and Hg ions can intercalate inside other mismatches, such as guanine–adenine (G–A) and thymine–thymine (T–T), respectively, to form other types of MMN nanocomplexes through covalent bonding.\textsuperscript{31,34,36} A prerequisite for this biosensor is that we need to know the target sequence. On the basis of the target sequence, we can design the sensing probe that can hybridize with the target sequence and form an intended mismatched sequence for metal ion intercalation. The confirmation of the target detection can be decided depending on the presence or absence of the redox signals of the intercalated metal ion. Herein, a sensing probe was designed to further utilize this phenomenon for SARS-CoV-2 RNA biosensing to form one C–C mismatched sequence in double-stranded nucleic acids composed of a sensing probe and SARS-CoV-2 RNA after detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA. After Ag ion intercalation inside the C–C mismatched sequence, an intercalated Ag ion was used as an excellent redox probe directly to evaluate SARS-CoV-2 RNA detection electrochemically. Because of the exceptional redox property of intercalated Ag ions and their rapid intercalation within 1 h under ambient conditions, highly sensitive electrochemical RNA detection can be achieved without
probe tagging and target amplification.37 On the other hand, in the absence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA or in the presence of nontarget RNA, there is no formation of mismatched double-stranded nucleic acids; thus, no metal ions can be intercalated, and no redox signals are measured. Using this MNM nanocomplex-assisted biosensing mechanism, we designed and functionalized Au NPEA with a DNA-sensing probe (sensing probe-1), and, in the presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA, it formed the C–C mismatched sequence and formed the C–C mismatch–Ag ion nanocomplex after Ag ion intercalation. The redox signals from the C–C mismatch–Ag ion nanocomplex were ultrasensitively measured to quantify and qualify the SARS-CoV-2 RNA electrochemically owing to the excellent redox property of Ag ions and redox signal enhancing effect of the Au NPEA (Figure 1c).

Moreover, as several metal ions can specifically intercalate into different mismatches, the sequence information on different nucleic acids can be distinguished electrochemically.

Figure 2. Surface morphology of the Au NPEA and its characteristics. (a) Comparison of surface morphologies of the PR pattern, flat Au/Ag NEA, and Au NPEA. (b) Optical image of the prepared Au NPEA on the ITO and 3D-printed chamber-attached Au NPEA. (c) Cyclic voltammograms and oxidation current peak intensities of the Au NEA, Au line pattern, Au dot pattern, and bare ITO to confirm the redox signal enhancing effect of the chess-table-like nanostructure. Error bars show the standard error of the mean of six measurements. ***p < 0.001, Student’s unpaired t test. (d) Cyclic voltammograms and oxidation current peak intensities of the Au NPEA, flat Au/Ag NEA, and Au NEA to confirm the Ag etching effect for redox signal enhancement. Error bars show the standard error of the mean of six measurements. ***p < 0.001, Student’s unpaired t test.
at a single-nucleotide level by using the sensing probe capable of forming different mismatched sequences depending on the target sequences. To realize this concept for the determination of the single point mutation of the SARS-CoV-2 RNA, we introduced two types of mismatched sequences (C-C and G-A) and metal ions (Ag and Mg ions) in MNM nanocomplex-assisted biosensing. Those mismatched sequences and metal ions were selected because they satisfied the prerequisites that they could form mismatched sequences between DNA (sensing probe) and RNA (target), and redox peak location of metal ions should be separated sufficiently from each other for accurate electrochemical measurement. As a proof-of-concept study, the D614G mutation inducible SARS-CoV-2 RNA (mutated RNA) was selected because it has been the dominant variant of SARS-CoV-2 in the early stage of the pandemic, and alpha or delta mutations, which have mainly occurred recently, also possess the D614G spike mutations. This mutation was generated when the 24301st sequence in the entire viral SARS-CoV-2 RNA was transformed from uracil (U) to C.

Figure 3. Electrochemical detection of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA. (a) Scheme of electrochemical RNA sensing using the MNM nanocomplex. (b) Simulated structure and zoomed-in structure of the MNM nanocomplex composed of SARS-CoV-2 RNA, sensing probe-1, and Ag ions. (c) Scheme for electrochemical quantification of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA using redox signal intensities from intercalated Ag ions. (d) Cyclic voltammograms upon addition of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA from 1 μM to 1 fM to sensing probe-1-modified Au NPEA. (e) Linear response graph of the nanobiosensor upon addition of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA from 100 pM to 1 fM. Error bars show the standard error of the mean of three measurements. (f) Cyclic voltammograms of the nanobiosensor in the presence of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA and control sequence. (g) Oxidation current peak intensities of the nanobiosensor in the presence of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA and control sequences calculated from cyclic voltammograms. Error bars show the standard error of the mean of three measurements. ***p < 0.001, n.s.: not significant, Student’s unpaired t test.
was therefore considered as the "0" state (Off state). Besides, since metal ions have intrinsic redox peak locations, redox peaks from Ag and Mg ions can be easily distinguished even when they are closely located in the MNM nanocomplex. Taking advantage of this biosensing method, electrochemical determination of single point mutation occurrence was achieved by selective detection of single point mutated RNA and unmutated RNA in a simple detection event (Figure 1d). Notably, besides the simple verification of a single point mutation occurrence, our developed biosensing strategy can provide a way to reveal the specified oligonucleotide information on a single point mutated nucleotide. Information of all nucleic acid sequences and the structures of the mismatched double-stranded nucleic acids used in the study are provided in the Materials and Methods and Table S1.

**Development of the Au NPEA to Enhance Redox Signals of the MNM Nanocomplex for Achieving Ultrasensitivity.** To enhance electrochemical detection sensitivity and biosensing reliability, highly conductive and uniform electrodes with a high surface-area-to-volume ratio are required to efficiently immobilize sensing probes and facilitate electron transfer of redox molecules. To this end, homogeneous Au NPEA was designed and developed by tuning nanostructures through several delicate approaches to significantly increase the surface-area-to-volume ratio and enhance the redox signals of the MNM nanocomplex (Figure 2a). First, a photoresist (PR) was patterned on the ITO by Lloyd’s mirror interferometer (nanopattern size and the interval between adjacent nanopatterns: 800 nm, respectively) to form the periodic PR pattern used as the template for making conductive nanopatterns. In the same area, the chess-table-like nanopattern provides a larger surface-to-volume ratio than the other nanostructures such as line, dot, and grid shape; thus, the PR pattern was prepared with a dot pattern to make the conductive chess-table-like nanopatterns in further steps. The conditions for the PR pattern were optimized by controlling the developing time, and the optimized condition (23 s) showed the uniformly periodic PR pattern on the ITO with reliable structures and fully exposed ITO surface used for conductive nanopattern formation (Figures 2a, S1, and S2).

Next, using the 3D-printed hole chamber attached to the PR pattern, electrochemical deposition of Au and Au/Ag was conducted to fabricate the metallic bottom region and chess-table-like flat Au/Ag nanoelectrode array (NEA) (Figure S3). After removal of the PR, the flat Au/Ag NEA was formed reproducibly on the indium tin oxide (ITO) substrate. It showed the chess table nanostructures with a flat surface composed of connected Au/Ag nanopatterns with 200 nm height and 800 nm size by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis (Figures S6 and S7). Finally, after removing the Ag nanolayer on the flat Au/Ag NEA by a Ag etching solution, the Au NPEA was successfully fabricated on the ITO (Figures 2a and S5). The Au NPEA showed the rough nanoclusters on the chess-table-like nanopatterns with hugely increased surface roughness and the removal of Ag nanolayers, which was further verified by EDS. The prepared Au NPEA displayed the uniform homogeneous nanocluster patterns on a large area. In addition, the electrochemically deposited area retained its region well even after strong acidic solution treatment for Ag etching (Figure 2b). The ratio of Au and Ag in the mixture was optimized as 6:1 to make the Au NPEA because a too high or low ratio of Ag affected the overall nanostructures because of the total area of the deposited Ag nanolayer, which was determined based on the electrochemical deposition velocity of Au and Ag (Figure S4).

Next, the redox signal enhancing property of Au NPEA was confirmed by cyclic voltammetry (CV) using the electrolyte prepared with redox molecules. As shown in Figure 2c, the Au NEA prepared with only Au deposition showed the increased redox peaks (oxidation peak current: 25.4 μA) compared to the other nanostructured Au patterns (14.5, 12.8, and 6.2 μA for Au grid, Au line, and bare ITO, respectively), which proved that the chess-table-like nanostructure provided an extended surface area of nanopatterns. Moreover, after Ag layer removal, the Au NPEA showed highly enhanced redox peaks (oxidation peak current: 32.3 μA) compared with the other chess-table-like nanostructures, including the flat Au/Ag NEA (22.6 μA) and Au NEA prepared with only Au deposition (25.4 μA) (Figure 2d). From the results, we successfully developed the Au NPEA and confirmed its characteristics suitable for electrochemical biosensing and its broad applicability in electrochemistry.

**Detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA Using an MNM Nanocomplex on the NPEA.** Prior to conducting the electrochemical detection of target SARS-CoV-2 RNA using the MNM nanocomplex on the Au NPEA (Figure 3a), molecular modeling was simulated to verify the formation of the MNM nanocomplex. From the simulated modeling analysis, the formation of an MNM nanocomplex composed of SARS-CoV-2 RNA, sensing probe-1, and Ag ions was verified (Figure 3b). We first verified the formation of the nanobiosensor through the hybridization of components on the Au NPEA using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) (Figure S10). Next, electrochemical detection of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA was conducted by CV by adding 10 pM target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA to sensing probe 1-modified substrates. As we expected, the Au NPEA showed the redox signal enhancing effect derived from intercalated Ag ions located inside the double-stranded nucleic acids (oxidation peak current: 60.6 μA at around 0.11 V) compared with the other control substrates, including only a Au electrodeposited (Au-ED) substrate (10.4 μA), Au dot pattern (17.0 μA), and Au-coated silicon substrate (1.38 μA) (Figure S8). Then, we decreased the added amount of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA to evaluate the sensitivity of the nanobiosensor through the measurement of redox peak signal intensity (Figure 3c). By decreasing the added amount of target RNA from 1 μM to 1 nM, the redox intensity of intercalated Ag ions was proportionally decreased (Figure 3d). Reducing the redox signal is proportional to the amount added, which could be more clearly observed by the cyclic voltammograms divided into two ranges (Figure S9). After several repeated measurements, we obtained the linear response graph of the nanobiosensor upon addition of target RNA from 100 pM to 1 nM, which showed femtomolar level detection sensitivity and excellent reliability ($R^2 = 0.99$) (Figure 3e).

In addition, this nanobiosensor could detect only target RNA selectively and reliably. As shown in Figure 3f and g, redox signals from intercalated Ag ions were measured only in the presence of target RNA (1 nM), and no redox signals were measured in the presence of control nucleic acids. We additionally verified the selective detection property of the nanobiosensor by adding different amounts of target and control sequences (10 pM) (Figure S11). Additionally, as a result of the electrochemical investigation of the prepared
nanobiosensor by storing at 4 °C every week, our nanobiosensor sufficiently retained its sensing ability (retention of activity: over 95%) for 2 weeks (Figure S12). The stability of our nanobiosensor verified that problems, such as contamination issues, could be avoided during sample preparation and detection processes. With a portable or miniaturized electrochemical instrument, our nanobiosensor could address several critical issues in conventionally used viral detection techniques.
in cost- and time-effective manners for POC biosensing applications.

Electrochemical Determination of a Single Point Mutation in SARS-CoV-2 RNA. On the basis of the MNM
nanocomplex-assisted biosensing mechanism with two different mismatched sequences and metal ions, we next aimed to determine the single point mutation of SARS-CoV-2 RNA using two different sequences of the region causing the D614G mutation in the entire viral SARS-CoV-2 RNA (Figure 4a). First, molecular modeling simulation of two MNM nano-complexes composed of unmutated RNA or mutated RNA was conducted. Based on simulated structures, MNM nano-complexes composed of unmutated RNA, sensing probe-2, and Mg ions (Figure 4b) and composed of mutated RNA, sensing probe-2, and Ag and Mg ions (Figure 4c) were verified. After preparing the sensing probe-2-modified Au NPEA, each unmutated RNA and mutated DNA were detected electrochemically by the sensing probe-2. In the presence of unmutated RNA (100 fM), only redox signal from the Mg ion was measured on the sensing probe-2-modified Au NPEA at around 0.77 V as the “1” state with enhanced intensity (oxidation peak current: 32.2 μA) compared with the signal (oxidation peak current: 6.55 μA) obtained on the sensing probe-2-modified flat Au/Ag NEA, and redox signal from Ag ions was not measured because of the nonexistence of a C–C mismatched sequence (Figure 4d).

On the other hand, in the presence of mutated RNA (100 fM), two different redox signal pairs from Ag and Mg ions were measured on the sensing probe-2-modified Au NPEA with enhanced intensity (32.1 μA for Ag ions and 21.9 μA for Mg ions) compared with those (3.82 μA for Ag ions and 12.2 μA for Mg ions) obtained on the flat Au/Ag NEA as both “1” states (Figure 4e). In addition, this biosensor exhibited reproducible detection properties for both unmutated and mutated RNAs. For unmutated RNA detection, this biosensor showed 30.4 and 6.10 μA of oxidation peak currents of Mg ions on the Au NPEA and on the flat Au/Ag NEA, respectively. For mutated RNA detection, it showed 25.3 and 8.79 μA of oxidation peak currents of Mg ions on the Au NPEA and on the flat Au/Ag NEA, respectively, and 36.7 and 4.78 μA of oxidation peak currents of Ag ions on the Au NPEA and on the flat Au/Ag NEA, respectively (Figure S13). Although there was a slight difference in the degree of signal enhancement depending on the types of metal ions, the sensing probe-2-modified Au NPEA distinguished mutated RNA and unmutated RNA with an enhanced redox signal similar to the result for single SARS-CoV-2 RNA detection. The influence of the redox reaction of Ag ions in the altered RNA occurring between the Au NPEA and Mg ions is assumed to be the cause of the difference between the enhanced Mg peak intensities obtained from unmutated RNA and mutated RNA. So, in the case of unmutated RNA detection, the redox reaction of Mg ions was measured by the Au NPEA without any interference from other electrochemical reactions. On the other hand, in the case of mutated RNA, the redox reaction of the Ag ion occurred between the Au NPEA and the Mg ion, which may affect measured redox signals of the Mg ion. As reported in studies in which the redox signal can be affected by other redox reactions existing around the redox source or factors that can affect them, the redox reaction of Ag ions may affect the slight decrease of Mg ion peak intensities of mutated RNA. Moreover, we further verified the electrochemical distinction of mutated RNA and unmutated RNA using differential pulse voltammetry (Figure S14). To prove the rapid and simple determination of single point mutation occurrence by the MNM nanocomplex, nanobiosensors prepared without metal ion intercalation were investigated electrochemically (Figure S15). Due to the absence of any reporter molecules in the form of double-stranded nucleic acids, we could not distinguish mutated RNA and unmutated RNA without metal ion intercalation. In contrast, mutated RNA and unmutated RNA were successfully distinguished through redox peak comparison after intercalation of metal ions.

In addition to the qualitative detection property of this nanobiosensor, to investigate the quantitative detection property, the 100 fM mixtures composed of mutated RNA and unmutated RNA prepared with different ratios (the ratio of mutated RNA: 100%, 66.7%, 50%, 25%, 0%) were detected by the sensing probe-2-modified Au NPEA. Since both mutated RNA and unmutated RNA formed the G–A mismatched sequence by hybridization with sensing probe-2, the redox signal intensities of Mg ions were similar in the five conditions (22.3, 22.4, 23.5, 22.9, and 23.4 μA for 100%, 66.7%, 50%, 25%, and 0%, respectively). However, the redox signal intensity of Ag ions was changed depending on the ratio of mutated RNA, which could only form the C–C mismatched sequence (30.5, 21.6, 14.6, 7.53, and 1.08 μA for 100%, 66.7%, 50%, 25%, and 0%, respectively) (Figures 4f and S16). As shown in Figure 4g, it showed the reliable linear response of Ag peak signal intensities upon addition of a mixture prepared with different mutated RNA ratios, while maintaining the similar Mg peak signal intensities. From the results, our nanobiosensor could determine the one single point mutation occurrence in a high qualitative and quantitative detection manner, which is desired to determine various viral mutations in clinical applications.

Multiplexed Detection of Several SARS-CoV-2 RNAs Using a 3D Printing-Assisted Single Biosensor Chip Composed of Four Combinatorial Au NPEAs. To conduct the multiplexed detection of several SARS-CoV-2 RNAs simultaneously, a single biosensor chip composed of four combinatorial Au NPEAs, to which sensing probes-1 and -2 were immobilized, was fabricated (Figure 5a). First, four Au NPEAs were tightly connected using a colloidal silver paste, and their conductive connection was examined. During the electrochemical investigation, the position of the working electrode was fixed on a prepared single biosensor chip, and electrochemical signals at each Au NPEA containing the redox molecule dissolved electrolyte were measured and exhibited similar cyclic voltammograms in four Au NPEAs, which proved the conductive connection of each Au NPEA (Figure S17). Next, to make a durable single biosensor chip that can be used more broadly, a 3D-printed chamber composed of four holes and a storage region for silver paste on each side was designed and employed on the four Au NPEAs attached to each other (Figure S18). By hardening with silver paste in each storage region, a 3D-printed chamber-attached single biosensor chip composed of four conductively connected Au NPEAs was completed (Figure 5b). After immobilization of sensing probes-1 and -2 on each Au NPEA separately and the addition of three different 10 fM target RNAs (SARS-CoV-2 RNA, unmutated RNA, and mutated RNA), electrochemical multiplexed detection was conducted in real time by fixing the working electrode in one storage region containing the hardened silver paste and moving only the counter and reference electrodes (Figure S18). In terms of the number of redox peaks (Mg ion peak and Ag ion peak) in the current system, no peaks meant the absence of any RNAs (both peaks were Off states as “(0,0)”), one peak (only the Mg peak was
the On state as \((1,0)\), or only the Ag peak was the On state as \((0,1)\) meant the existence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA without mutation, and two peaks (both Mg and Ag peaks were On states as \((1,1)\)) meant the mutation occurrence in SARS-CoV-2 RNA.

Figure 5c shows the results obtained from each Au NPEA in four different conditions. The cyclic voltammogram did not show any apparent redox peaks in the first Au NPEA modified with sensing probe-1 (array 1) without any target RNAs. It only showed the threshold oxidation current signals as 1.36 \(\mu\)A for Ag ions and 3.39 \(\mu\)A for Mg ions as \((0,0)\). In the case of the second Au NPEA modified with sensing probe-1 (array 2), it showed the apparent redox peaks derived from Ag ions (14.5 \(\mu\)A) in the cyclic voltammogram and showed reliable oxidation current signals as 16.0 \(\mu\)A for Ag ions in the presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA as \((1,0)\). On the contrary, in the third and fourth Au NPEAs modified with sensing probe-2 (arrays 3 and 4), different graphs were obtained under the influence of intercalated Mg ions due to the input target RNAs (unmutated RNA and mutated RNA). Array 3 showed the cyclic voltammogram possessing only Mg peaks (11.0 \(\mu\)A) and exhibited reliable oxidation current signals as 9.54 \(\mu\)A from Mg ions in the presence of unmutated RNA as \((0,1)\). In the case of array 4 in which mutated RNA was added, the cyclic voltammogram showed both Ag and Mg peaks (16.4 and 9.45 \(\mu\)A, respectively) and displayed reliable signals as 14.8 \(\mu\)A for Ag ions and 11.8 \(\mu\)A for Mg ions as \((1,1)\). In this current multiplexed biosensing system, three different SARS-CoV-2 RNAs were measured in a highly sensitive and selective manner, which provides a promising platform technology that can be applied for simultaneous detection of various nucleic acids, especially viral RNAs and their single point mutations. Moreover, by combining previously reported types of MNM nanocomplexes (C−C for Ag ion, G−A for Mg ion, or T−T for Hg ion), \(^{31,32,34,36}\) we expect to be able to distinguish up to two point mutations, if we know the detailed sequence information for the specific mutation site of the target viral nucleic acid in which the multiple point mutations have occurred, through the control of several different MNM nanocomplexes by the design of sensing probe sequences and exhibition with at least combined three-digit numbers (e.g., \((1,1,1)\), \((0,1,1)\), and so on) that are easily distinguished and specified as shown in Figure 5d.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The effective detection method of targeted nucleic acids and their mutation derivatives is essential in biological and biomedical science. Moreover, accurate detection of viral nucleic acids and their mutation derivatives in recent infectious viral diseases is much more critical. However, conventional biosensors developed so far typically require several preprocessing steps through complex modifications with a high cost for nucleic acid biosensing. It is challenging to diagnose mutations at the single-nucleotide level, hindering their broad applications for effective viral nucleic acid detection. Therefore, there is a need to develop a reliable and accurate nanobiosensor to detect nucleic acids without target amplifying and tagging processes and to determine the mutation occurrence in a simple detection manner.

Our developed nanobiosensor demonstrated an electrochemical detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA in highly sensitive, simple, and time-effective manners. In addition, using a simple electrochemical analyzing method, the determination of a single-sequence RNA mutation was validated. Furthermore, multiplexed detection of several SARS-CoV-2 RNAs was successfully conducted simultaneously using a 3D printing technique-mediated single biosensor chip composed of four combinatorial Au NPEAs. This nanobiosensor has potential for POC applications compared with recently reported biosensors because of the absence of target amplification and probe-tagging processes, which reduce time consumption, ease of operation, including the simple dropping of a metal ion solution, and capability of mutation detection, which is of utmost importance worldwide (Table S2). We will further investigate the spacing effect of the Au NPEA and the effect according to the location and numbers of metal ions in the MNM nanocomplex, which can improve its overall sensing efficacy and provide an effective POC biosensing platform by combining with a portable electrochemical device. In conclusion, our electrochemical nucleic acids nanobiosensor can provide a promising platform technology broadly applicable to monitor various nucleic acids, including SARS-CoV-2 RNA, and their mutation derivatives in a simple and the time-effective manner in POC biosensing.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Materials and Reagents.** Thiolated sensing probe-1 (CATTTCGCTGATTTTGCGGTCCC-thiol), thiolated sensing probe-2 (CCACAGACGTCAAGGGTCGGCCC-thiol), target single partial SARS-CoV-2 RNA (GACCCCAUUACCCGAAGAU), the D614G mutation inducible single point mutated SARS-CoV-2 RNA (mutated RNA) (CCCCCAAUUGACCGUCUUG), unmutation sequence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA (unmutated RNA) (CCUCACAAUUGACCGUCUUG), and the control sequences (AAATAAAAAGGGGGGGCGGGGT and AAAAAACAAAACCCCCG) were ordered from Bioneer (Korea). The ITO-coated glass substrate (15 \(\Omega\) cm\(^2\), 0.5 mm thickness, active patterning area 1.5 \(\times\) 1.5 cm\(^2\) and the Au substrate composed of Au (50 nm) and Cr (2 nm) on silicon dioxide (5 nm) were purchased from the National Nanofab Center (South Korea). The hexamethylene-dilizaline (HMDS), tri(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP), potassium ferricyanide(III), Triton X-100, and silver nitrate (AgNO\(_3\)) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). The Au and Ag plating solutions and magnesium sulfate (MgSO\(_4\)) were purchased from Alfa Aesar (USA). The UV-cross-linkable photoresist (AZ2020), PR solvent (AZ EBR solvent), and developer solution (AZ 300 MIF developer) were obtained from Merck KgaA (Germany). The DMSO and nitric acid were purchased from Corning (USA) and Thermo Fisher Scientific (USA), respectively. The Sylgard 184 silicone elastomer base and curing agent for PDMS were purchased from Dow Corning (USA). As the electrolyte, the Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS, 1×), ethanol, and colloidal silver paste were obtained from Gibco (USA), Decon Laboratories (USA), and Ted Pella Inc. (USA), respectively. Distilled water (DIW) was purified using a Milli-Q machine (Millipore, USA).

**Fabrication of the PR Pattern.** First, the ITO substrate was cleaned by 1% Triton X-100 for 20 min under sonication and washed by ethanol and DIW sequentially for 20 min under sonication. Next, after O\(_2\) plasma treatment, HMDS was functionalized on the ITO plate and exposed to UV light (\(\lambda = 325\) nm, 0.81 mW) by the light source (He–Cd laser, Kimmon Koha Laser Systems, Japan). At the same time, the Lloyd’s mirror interferometer induced the periodic intensity profiles of the light coming from the source to produce a regular PR pattern on the substrate through a combination of direct incoming light and reflected light from Lloyd’s mirror. Based on our previous results, S,\(^8\) was used as the incident angle for forming a light mask. The UV-exposed ITO-coated glass substrate was postbaked at 110 °C for 20 min. The spin-coated photoresist (AZ 2020) was then used as the incident angle for forming a periodic pattern (Figure 5a, upper right). The photoresist was baked on the ITO-coated glass substrate at 100 °C for 20 s. The unexposed photoresist was then removed using an acetone solvent. The fabricated PR pattern was then transferred to a silicon wafer through a combination of direct incoming light and reflected light from Lloyd’s mirror. Next, the spin-coated photoresist was baked on the ITO-coated glass substrate at 100 °C for 20 s. The unexposed photoresist was then removed using an acetone solvent. The fabricated PR pattern was then transferred to a silicon wafer through a combination of direct incoming light and reflected light from Lloyd’s mirror.
1600 nm pitch sized PR pattern. To make the dot-shaped PR pattern, the PR spin-coated substrate was exposed to UV light once and then exposed again after being rotated 90° for 10 s each exposure. The UV-exposed PR spin-coated substrate was postbaked at 120 °C for 1 min to harden the UV-exposed PR region, and then the PR region not exposed to UV was removed by developer solution for 23 s. Finally, the PR pattern composed of 800 nm sized dots was fabricated on the ITO substrate.

**Fabrication of the Au NPEA and a Single Biosensor Chip Composed of Four Combinatorial Au NPEAs.** To fabricate the Au NPEA, the 3D-printed hole chamber was attached on the dot-shaped substrate substrate using PDMS. Next, by using the conventional three-electrodes system composed of a platinum wire electrode as the counter electrode, a silver/silver chloride (Ag/AgCl) double-junction electrode as the reference electrode, and a dot-shaped PR pattern substrate as the working electrode, and the electrochemical deposition was conducted on the dot-shaped PR pattern substrate. First, the electrochemical deposition of Au was conducted by multipotential steps (CHI 600E potentiostat workstation, CH Instruments, Inc., TX, USA) for 45 s under an applied potential of −0.95 V, sample interval of 0.032 s, quiet time of 2 s, and sensitivity of 1.0 × 10⁻⁵ (A/V) to form the metallic bottom region composed of Au, and then the mixture composed of Au and Ag with the ratio of 6:1 was electrochemically deposited for 20 s under the same conditions to form the chess-table-like flat Au/Ag NEA. Next, the substrate was treated with DMSO to remove the PR pattern, and then the substrate was treated with nitric acids to etch the Ag nanolayer. Finally, the Au NPEA was fabricated on the ITO substrate. The prepared Au NPEA was stored in ethanol until further experimentation. To make a single biosensor chip composed of four combinatorial Au NPEAs, four Au NPEAs were connected to each other (2 × 2 size), and a 3D-printed chamber made with four holes was attached thereon by PDMS. Next, the colloidal silver paste was poured into the reservoir section located on each of the four sides of the chamber to connect the four Au NPEAs conductively. In the final, a single biosensor chip composed of four combinatorial Au NPEAs was developed, and the ethanol was stored in each Au NPEA until further study.

**Characterization of the Au NPEA.** The surface of the prepared Au NPEA, flat Au/Ag NEA, and PR pattern were characterized by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Carl Zeiss, Germany) and atomic force microscopy (AFM, NX-10, Park Systems, South Korea). For the PR pattern, the Au was sputtered with 20 nm thickness using a metal ion sputter (KIC-1A, COXEM, South Korea) to form the conductive layer for SEM investigation. During the SEM analysis, EDS analysis was conducted to verify the removal of the Ag nanolayer after the Ag etching process. For AFM analysis, noncontact mode AFM was performed to image the surface of each substrate at a nanometer scale, and by the XEI program, the height profile and 3D images were collected. To confirm the redox signal enhancing property of the Au NPEA, the electrolyte prepared with potassium ferricyanide(III) was used. The redox signals from potassium ferricyanide(III) on the Au NPEA, flat Au/Ag NEA, Au NEA prepared only with Au deposition, Au dot pattern, Au grid pattern, and bare ITO substrate were collected by cyclic voltammetry (CHI 600E potentiostat workstation, CH Instruments, Inc., TX, USA) under a potential range from 0.6 to −0.1 V, a scan rate of 0.05 V/s, a sample interval of 0.001 V, a quiet time of 2 s, and a sensitivity of 1.0 × 10⁻⁵ (A/V).

**Fabrication of the Nanobiosensor on the Au NPEA.** In order to fabricate the nanobiosensor on the Au NPEA, the prepared Au NPEA was washed with DIW, and the 1 μM of thiolated sensing probe-1 treated with TCEP for cutting of the disulide bond was immobilized on the Au NPEA for 3 h at 4 °C through the Au–thiol bond. Then, the 1 μM of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA dissolved in RNase-free water was immobilized on the sensing probe-1-modified Au NPEA for 1 h at 4 °C to form the double-stranded structure with one C–C mismatched sequence. Next, 1 mM AgNO₃ was added to the Au NPEA to insert the Ag ions inside the C–C mismatched sequence to form the MNM nanocomplex on the Au NPEA for 30 min at 4 °C. Each immobilization step was conducted after washing with DIW and thoroughly drying by N₂ gas. The Au NPEA, sensing probe-1-modified Au NPEA, mismatched dsDNA-modified Au NPEA, and MNM nanocomplex-modified Au NPEA were investigated by EIS investigation using an AC impedance technique (CHI 600E potentiostat workstation) under the initial potential of 0.2 V, high frequency of 1 000 000 Hz, low frequency of 0.01 Hz, amplitude of 0.005 V, and 2 s quiet time to verify the formation of the nanobiosensor on the Au NPEA.

**Electrochemical Detection of Single SARS-CoV-2 RNA.** To conduct the electrochemical detection of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA, the 1 μM of sensing probe-1-modified Au NPEA was prepared following the above-mentioned protocol. Next, different amounts of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA (from 1 μM to 1 mM) amounts were immobilized on each sensing probe-1-modified Au NPEA, and then 1 mM AgNO₃ was added on the Au NPEA. Each immobilization step was conducted after washing with DIW and thoroughly drying by N₂ gas. Prepared nanobiosensors were investigated by CV to estimate the biosensing property for target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA detection. To achieve this, DPBS was used as the electrolyte, and a three-electrode system was utilized for CV investigation. Under a potential range from 0.6 to −0.1 V, the scan rate of 0.05 V/s, sample interval of 0.001 V, quiet time of 2 s, and sensitivity of 1.0 × 10⁻⁵ (A/V), redox signals from Ag ions intercalated inside the C–C mismatched sequence were collected. For comparison, nanobiosensors were prepared on the Au dot pattern, Au electrochemical deposited (ED) ITO substrate, and Au-coated silicon substrate and investigated by CV under the same conditions. For investigation of the sensitive detection property of the nanobiosensor, the control sequences (AAATAAAAA-GGGGGGGGGCGGGGGTT and AAAATCAAAAAACCCCG), instead of target single SARS-CoV-2 RNA, were immobilized on the 1 μM of sensing probe-1-modified Au NPEA and investigated by CV after AgNO₃ addition. Lastly, to investigate the stability of the nanobiosensor, the prepared nanobiosensor was stored at 4 °C and investigated by CV every week.

**Electrochemical Determination of a Single Point Mutation of SARS-CoV-2 RNA.** To conduct the electrochemical determination of single point mutation of SARS-CoV-2 RNA, we selected the D614G mutation inducible single point mutated SARS-CoV-2 RNA (mutated RNA) as the target mutation. First, the 1 μM of sensing probe-2-modified Au NPEA was prepared in the same way as the previous experiments, and then, the 100 fM of mutated RNA and unmutation sequence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA (unmutated RNA) were immobilized on the sensing probe-2-modified Au NPEA, respectively. After forming each nucleic acid on the Au NPEA, 1 mM AgNO₃ and 1 mM MgSO₄ were added in order. Each immobilization step was conducted after washing with DIW and thoroughly drying by N₂ gas. To detect and distinguish the mutated RNA and unmutated RNA for mutation occurrence determination, each prepared nanobiosensor was investigated by CV under a potential range from 0.85 to −0.1 V, a scan rate of 0.05 V/s, a sample interval of 0.001 V, a quiet time of 2 s, and a sensitivity of 1.0 × 10⁻⁵ (A/V) to obtain the Ag and Mg redox signals from a mutated RNA immobilized nanobiosensor, and the Ag redox signals from an unmutated RNA immobilized nanobiosensor. For verifying the redox signal enhancing effect of Au NPEA, samples prepared in the same manner on the flat Au/Ag NEA substrate were also investigated by CV. Using the same nanobiosensors, differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) was performed for additional confirmation of mutation occurrence determination electrochemically. To operate the DPV, a potential range from −0.1 to 0.9 V, a potential increase of 0.004 V, an amplitude of 0.05 V, a pulse width of 0.05 s, a sampling width of 0.0167 s, a pulse period of 0.5 s, a quiet time of 2 s, and a sensitivity of 1.0 × 10⁻³ (A/V) were applied. Next, to evaluate the quantification property of the nanobiosensor, the 100 fM mixtures composed of mutated RNA and unmutated RNA prepared with different ratios (100%, 66.7%, 50%, 25%, and 0% ratio of mutated RNA) were immobilized on the sensing probe-2-modified Au NPEA, and then, 1 mM AgNO₃ and 1 mM MgSO₄ were added in order. The redox signal intensities from Ag and Mg ions were collected and analyzed by CV under the same conditions.
Multiplexed Detection of Several SARS-CoV-2 RNAs on a Single Biosensor Chip Composed of Four Combinatorial Au NPEAs. To conduct the multiplexed detection of several SARS-CoV-2 RNAs on a single biosensor chip composed of four combinatorial Au NPEAs, we verified the conductive connection of four Au NPEAs using colloidal silver paste. To achieve this, by using potassium ferricyanide(III) in each connected Au NPEA, redox signals from each Au NPEA were measured. During the measurement, a single biosensor chip was used as one working electrode, and only reference and counter electrodes were moved in each Au NPEA for collecting the redox signals from each Au NPEA. After verification of the conductive connection of the four Au NPEAs, the 1 μM of sensing probe and sensing probe were modified on two Au NPEAs, each on the single biosensor chip (sensing probe-1 on array 1 and 2 and sensing probe-2 on arrays 3 and 4). Next, several SARS-CoV-2 RNAs, including the single SARS-CoV-2 RNA, mutated RNA, and unmutated RNA, were added on each Au NPEA, respectively. For multiplexed electrochemical detection, CV was conducted under a potential range from 0.85 to −0.1 V, a scan rate of 0.05 V/s, a sample interval of 0.001 V, a quiet time of 2 s, and a sensitivity of 1.0 × 10⁻⁵ (A/V) by only moving the reference and counter electrodes in each Au NPEA.
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